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Elizabeth May SHOULD BE TURFED as leader of the Green Party of Canada.
Elizabeth May puts own politics ahead of her party, which has killed Greens.
The Green Party of Canada is SINKING INTO OBLIVION under Elizabeth May.
Now it may be that you’re sitting there today, reading this, nodding and
saying « good riddance to bad rubbish ».
That’s not just a « dig up every petrochemical in existence, woo-hoo ! »
position.
New Democrats would be as likely to CHEER the demise of the Green Party
of Canada as any far-right fan of the oil business would.
But politics is renewed by having many voices.
Think about how Mackenzie King kept the Liberals not only in power, but
vibrant, year after year, stealing ideas from the United Farmers, from the
Progressives, and from the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation ( CCF ).
[ William Lyon Mackenzie King, also commonly known as Mackenzie King, was the dominant Canadian
political leader from the 1920s through the 1940s. He served as the tenth Prime Minister of Canada from
December 29, 1921 to June 28, 1926; from September 25, 1926 to August 7, 1930; and from October 23,
1935 to November 15, 1948. A Liberal with 22 years in office, he was the longest-serving Prime Minister
in Canadian history. Trained in law and social work, he was keenly interested in the human condition ( as
a boy, his motto was " Help those that cannot help themselves " ), and played a major role in laying the
foundations of the Canadian welfare state. ]

Think about how the growth of the Reform Party changed the destiny of
Canada’s right.
Five years ago, the Green Party of Canada was polling 10 per cent
nationwide.

While that wasn’t concentrated enough anywhere to elect anyone, it
indicated a real desire on the part of Canadians for other voices in our
political market of ideas than the usual three suspects.
Five years ago ( you may remember ), the Liberals under Stéphane Dion,
and the New Democrats under Jack Layton, were both pilfering the Green
Party of Canada cabinet for ideas to make their own, without a look of
shame.
But that cabinet of ideas was mostly stocked by the PREDECESSOR of
Elizabeth May, Jim Harris, who understood that the party had to be more
than a one trick pony.
Since Elizabeth May took over, however, THE IDEA FLOW HAS STOPPED.
GREEN PARTY IDEAS HAVE BEEN REPLACED WITH WHATEVER IDIOCY
SPILLS FROM MAY’S LIPS TODAY.
Remember the « Wi Fi will kill you, turn the networks off » of two years ago
?
FORCE OF NATURE -- CULPRIT -- MAY, ELIZABETH -- 2011 08 02 -- TERROR NEVER ENDS -- WIFI -- THE BUNNY EARS
OF DOOM ( Report )
http://pesticidetruths.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Force-Of-Nature-Culprit-May-Elizabeth-2011-08-02Terror-NEVER-Ends-WiFi-The-Bunny-Ears-of-Doom-pdf-300-dpi.pdf

Well, this week, it was that we need monuments to the victims of capitalism
to go alongside monuments to the victims of communism.
By all means, if you believe « the 1 per cent », « the banksters », etc... are
the problem, come up with an integrated suite of policies aimed at rectifying
that.
But moaning about statuary ?
No wonder the Green Party of Canada today is at 4.4 per cent in the national
polls.
Green success has come more IN SPITE OF Elizabeth May than because of
her.
It’s not because the party can’t attract star candidates.
Chris Turner, you may remember, ran in the Calgary Centre by-election in
2012 and got 26 per cent of the vote.

It’s not because other Green Party of Canada candidates can’t get elected,
either.
In British Columbia, the provincial Green Party elected its first MLA, Andrew
Weaver.
But the 2011 push to get Elizabeth May into Parliament COST THE GREEN
PARTY OF CANADA OVER 340,000 VOTES NATION-WIDE as all the party’s
efforts went into the single riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands.
Since then, THE GREEN PARTY’S NATIONAL SUPPORT HAS BEEN NEARLY
HALVED as Elizabeth May has USED HER PARLIAMENTARY PERCH TO SAY
WHATEVER DAMN THING COMES INTO HER HEAD AS THOUGH IT WAS
MOSES COMING DOWN OFF MOUNT SINAI WITH NEW TABLETS FOR THE
21ST CENTURY.
Here’s the thing ―
Elizabeth May deserved her recognition as Parliamentarian of the Year.
But, she sits as an Independent ( you need 12 MPs for official party status,
and, unlike the residue of the Bloc Québecois, the Green Party of Canada
isn’t coming off a past presence in the House ).
Nothing wrong with using that independent seat to advance the interests of
the party you represent until you can be joined by others.
But to do that, you have to have an iron discipline on your tongue.
Every intervention has to advance party policy, party positions, party ideas,
and help pave the way for those other seats to be won.
Your own views ?
Talk to your mirror.
You can’t talk to Canadians about them.
The Green Party of Canada has a HODGE-PODGE OF « POSITIONS », but
NOT a coherent message.
To stand up and say rentier corporatist capitalism isn’t working for
Canadians and here’s some ideas — wipe out business interest deductions
to make takeovers more expensive, a tiered corporate tax rate favouring
locally-owned and operated businesses over the outposts of global empires,
an end to all corporate welfare, from depletion allowances to SR&ED, to put

everyone on an even keel, and so on — would have been a sound party
leader message.
The Scientific Research and Experimental Development ( SR&ED ) Program is a
federal tax incentive program, administered by the Canada Revenue Agency ( CRA ),
that encourages Canadian businesses of all sizes, and in all sectors to conduct
research and development ( R&D ) in Canada. It is the largest single source of
federal government support for industrial R&D.

« There aren’t statues to the victims of capitalism » is a PERSONAL
DIATRIBE THAT HURT ELIZABETH MAY’S PARTY.
So, Green Party of Canada, here’s your choice ...
FOLD UP SHOP, OR DUMP ELIZABETH MAY NOW WHILE YOU STILL CAN
SALVAGE SOMETHING FOR THE 2015 ELECTION.
Elizabeth May may be Canada’s « first elected Green », but SHE IS KILLING
YOU.

http://beaconnews.ca/blog/2013/10/elizabeth-may-must-go-time-for-greenparty-to-dump-her/

――――――――――――――――――――

Background Information From An Independent Perspective

All Bad Green Lunatic Things Must Come To An End

Giving ANY sort of credibility to Elizabeth May is THE BIGGEST SCAM OF ALL
! Elizabeth May is a MERE UNEDUCATED RESTAURANT WAITRESS. She has
NO competent expertise, recognized training, or successful background in
matters concerning environmental issues. Elizabeth May MUST GO ! It is
time for Green Party to DUMP HER !

Since 2006, Anti-Pesticide Lunatic-Leader Elizabeth May has operated the
Green Party of Canada, the POLITICAL SHIELD for the CONSPIRACY to
IMPOSE the NATIONAL PROHIBITION against pest control products used in
the Urban Landscape. In fact, pest control products are HEALTH-CANADAAPPROVED, SCIENTIFICALLY-SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE. In 1991,
the Town of Hudson, Quebec, governed by a SUBVERSIVE GROUP OF
LUNATICS, enacted a by-law that PROHIBITED the use of pest control
products ― Elizabeth May was part of the PROHIBITION-TERRRORISTCOALITION that DEFENDED Hudson in The Supreme Court, through
SUBVERSION, COERCION, and TERROR, and with MILLIONS OF DOLLARS in
budgets, donations, and grants. On June 28th, 2001, The Supreme Court of
Canada, which was clearly infested with Anti-Pesticide Lunatic-Judges, upheld the ACTS OF SUBVERSION by the Town of Hudson. Elizabeth May is
also Honourary Director for Prevent Cancer Now, the PUBLIC AFFAIRS
SHIELD for Canadian Cancer Society, another ANTI-PESTICIDE TERRORISTORGANIZATION that CONSPIRES to IMPOSE PROHIBITION. Elizabeth May,
or ANY Green Party Lunatic-Candidate, WILL SEEK TO IMPOSE NATIONAL
PROHIBITION against pest control products. A vote for Elizabeth May is a
vote for NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION. God protect
Canada and the Green Space Industry from Elizabeth May and the Green
Party.
More information about ELIZABETH MAY is available on The Pesticide Truths
Web-Site ... http://wp.me/P1jq40-7gm

――――――――――――――――――――
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Discover What Anti-Pesticide And Enviro-Lunatic Terrorists Are Doing And Saying About Subversively Imposing Their Life-Style
Choices Against Our Society

Read ... Force Of Nature and Pes cide Truths ― The Whole Truth From An Independent Perspec ve.
Go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site ( Archive Of Reports ) ...
http://pesticidetruths.com/
Communities and businesses are being HARMED and DESTROYED and RAPED by PROHIBITIONS against pest control products used in the Urban
Landscape, and by other ACTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM.
We are living in the 9|11 Era of Anti Pesticide and Environmental Terrorism where at least ONE SUBVERSIVE ACT OF TERROR is perpetrated
EVERY SINGLE DAY by these terrorist.
We are living in the DARK AGE OF ANTI PESTICIDE TERRORISM where sound science is trumped by FAKE SCIENTISTS, JUNK SCIENCE and
UNVERIFIABLE SECRET EVIDENCE through FABRICATION, INNUENDO, and INTERNET RUMOR ― scien ﬁc research PROVES that pest control
products CAUSE NO HARM and can be USED SAFELY.

An informed public is better able to protect itself and its communities and businesses from so-called activists who are THE LEAST QUALIFIED TO
PROVIDE ANY ADVICE about pest control products or the environment.
NORAHG is the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry, and the well-being of our
communities.
NORAHG morally represents the VAST SILENT MAJORITY of people associated with turf and ornamental plant maintenance who are OPPOSED
to Anti Pesticide PROHIBITION and the CLOSURE or ABANDONMENT of green spaces under the RIDICULOUS PRETEXT of somehow « saving »
the environment. http://wp.me/P1jq40-2bo
NORAHG is a NATIONAL NON-PROFIT NON-PARTISAN organization that does not accept money from corporations or governments or trade
associations, and represents NO VESTED INTERESTS WHATSOEVER.
NORAHG is dedicated to reporting PESTICIDE FREE FAILURES, as well as the work of RESPECTED and HIGHLY RATED EXPERTS who promote
ENVIRONMENTAL REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS. http://wp.me/p1jq40-5DD
NORAHG responds on behalf of the VAST SILENT MAJORITY of the public that DOES NOT WANT PESTICIDE BANS, and SUPPORT those who work
in the Professional Lawn Care Industry. http://wp.me/P1jq40-2bo
NORAHG is opposed to Pesticide-Free jurisdictions that have DOOMED children to SUFFER INJURIES since Anti-Pesticide PROHIBITION inevitably
leads to public and residential green spaces that become DANGEROUS AND PEST-INFESTED GARBAGE DUMPS. http://wp.me/P1jq40-44g
http://wp.me/P1jq40-4z3
NORAHG is concerned that, without pest control products, CHILDREN ARE AT HIGHER RISK OF SUFFERING INJURIES with the creation of
HAZARDOUS SLIPPING AND TRIPPING CONDITIONS in sports turf. http://wp.me/P1jq40-2ha
NORAHG pledges to deliver comprehensive reports that are worthy of peoples’ time and of peoples’ concern, reports that might ordinarily
never have breached the parapet.
NORAHG was the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues in 1991. Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to
appear as founder.
Force Of Nature was launched by NORAHG for CONTINUOUS transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009 ― however, the VERY FIRST
Stand-Alone FORCE OF NATURE Report was issued on September 19th, 2008.
On March 15th, 2010, Uncle Adolph independently launched The Pesticide Truths, an easy-to-use Web-Site that collects relevant reports of
information right-off-the-press. http://pesticidetruths.com/
Pesticide Truths and Force Of Nature, in some ways, are like Google for everything concerning the SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES of Anti-Pesticide and
Enviro-Lunatic Terrorists.
For The Complete Library of reports from FORCE OF NATURE, and PESTICIDE TRUTHS, go to the following archives ...
http://pesticidetruths.com/
http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr

――――――――――――――――――――

Elizabeth May ... Does She Go ? ...
Nudge, Nudge ... Wink, Wink

[youtube=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Kwh3R0YjuQ]
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